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› FOREWORD

Dear Readers, 
Dear Friends

FOREWORD

The fact that this is the last issue of WORLD 
WEIGHTLIFTING in 2016 serves as an excel-
lent opportunity to assess the outgoing year. 
From the point of view of weightlifting 2016 
has been a successful year!

One might ask how it could be successful when at the 
end of May and in June the results of the reanalysed 
samples from the 2008 and 2012 Olympic Games came 
out and there was a large number of positives. Notwith-
standing this revelation 2016 has been successful! It 
should be noted that prior to those particular Olympic 
Games (just like prior to the others) the IWF had carried 
out extensive and comprehensive testing among the 
Olympic participants and the fact that the reanalysis 
showed AAFs (Adverse Analytical Findings=positives) 
does not mean the International Federation had done 
something wrong. No. The truth is that the laboratory 
analysis technique then applied was not yet capable of 
detecting long-term metabolites of the anabolic steroids. 
As far as we are concerned, we welcome the progress of 
science and within that the improvement of the analysis 
methods, and we were the first to benefit from the new 
technology after its introduction. 
It should be underscored that weightlifting is a core 
sport on the program of the Olympic Games. It has al-
ways been, it is and it will be there, in spite of certain as-
sumptions originating chiefly from unfamiliarity with the 
facts and the real situation and are based on hearsay. Of 
course, some people, driven by different ambitions, are 
inclined to chuck about with statements, confusing the 
problems with the sport itself. We, on the other hand, 
would like to confirm: no problem can cause weightlift-
ing to be taken off the Olympic Games program! Weight-
lifting has proven its success and popularity the world 
over, most recently at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. 
Let us herewith quote the letter of the IOC President, 
Thomas Bach, written to the IWF President, opening: 

We can also add: when evaluating the International 
Sports Federations, the IWF is habitually ranked among 
the top five IFs best organised and most active. The 
assessment is based on such factors as the level of the 
sport’s organisation internationally; its governance, 
financial management, development programs, anti-
doping program, marketing and communication, and the 
standard of competitions. Why is this important? 

With the iconic moments of the Olympic Games Rio 2016 still fresh in 
our memory, we now have the benefit of some hindsight to measure the 
success of these firstever Olympic Games in South America objectively.
These were the most consumed Olympic Games in history, with half the 
world’s population having followed Olympic Games coverage. There was 
more broadcast coverage across all media than ever, with 350,000 total 
hours of media coverage provided by the broadcasters around the world. 
This is an increase of 75”/” compared to the Olympic Games London 
2012. There was an unprecedented level of fan engagement on social 
media, with over 7 billion video views of official content on social media 
alone. Beyond all this, the Olympic Games Rio 2016 are leaving many 
legacies that will benefit the Cariocas and Brazilians for generations
to come. This success underscores the strength of the Olympic Move-
ment and the ever growing appeal and relevance of the Olympic Games. 
I would very much like to thank you again for the great contribution of the 
International Weighlifting Federation (lwF) to this success.
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One thing that is very much in the foreground of interna-
tional sports today is good governance. No international 
gathering in sports can go by nowadays without this 
subject, and its criteria, getting the focus. The Interna-
tional Federations are examined and scrutinized under 
the magnifying glass and we are proud that the IWF has 
passed the tests with excellent marks in every aspect. 
Among those knowing little about weightlifting – and 
unfortunately all too often in the international media – 
the main subject is doping. Yes, doping is present in the 
sport; weightlifting is a doping-sensitive sport. How-
ever, as the McLaren Report also indicated: the pres-
ence of doping and issues associated with doping were  
disclosed in 30 sports, concerning Beijing, Sochi and 
London. At the same time, the IWF is not sitting on the 
sidelines with hands crossed in its lap: ours is the most 
intensive, consistent and up to date Anti-Doping Policy 
and program, incorporating the latest methods and an 
uncompromising sanctioning system – all this aimed 
at the eradication of this plague from our sport. The 
Anti-Doping Commission and the Executive Board of the 
Anti-Doping Commission and the Executive Board of the 
IWF are fully dedicated to promote the clean sport, fair 
competition. We have not been afraid to be strict, strong 
and consistent, whoever is concerned. 
The fast changing environment in world sport does not 
allow us to be satisfied with what we have achieved, 
what we have got. We cannot rest and there are areas 

requiring even more input and an enhancement of ef-
forts. Eight years ago we stated that marketing, com-
munication and the publicity of the sport were areas that 
need to be developed, along with an intensification of the 
anti-doping activities. We have made a lot of progress, 
yet even more is needed. Marketing and communica-
tion must have a step-up, while we have to maintain our 
powerful anti-doping program, aligned with WADA. 
The IWF’s cooperation with the continents and various 
regions is close and ongoing. In particular we must high-
light the collaboration with the Asian Federation, under 
President Mohammed Yousef Al Mana and General 
Secretary Mohamed Hassan Jaloud; the European Fed-
eration, personally with General Secretary Hasan Akkus 
and TV Director David Goldstrom; the Weightlifting 
Federation of Africa, its President Khaled Mhalhel and 
General Secretary Manareddin Eshelli; the Pan-Ameri-
can Federation lead by President Willian Ozuna and Vice 
President José Quinones; finally the Oceania Federation, 
which is spread out on a vast territory extremely difficult 
to manage, and its President Marcus Stephen, General 
Secretary Paul Coffa and Lilly Coffa.
We want to thank you all who have supported us and 
cooperated with us in 2016, and urged us to pursue the 
correct way despite any difficulties, and we are confident 
that in the coming years weightlifting will again rise to 
pre-eminence – both in terms of performance and ap-
pearance. 

MA WENGUANG
IWF GENERAL SECRETARY

DR. TAMÁS AJÁN
IWF PRESIDENT
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KAKHIASHVILI AND CO.  
SET WORLD-CLASS STAGE

Chinese winner of the men’s 62kg category, MO 
Yongxiang said it at the medal winners’ press 
conference, in appreciation of the host Georgian 
Federation’s efforts, and his opinion was shared 
by many. Thus, based also on our own experience, 

we can assert that Tbilisi was an outstanding host to the 
juniors’ world challenge in 2016. Putting their heart and soul 
into the event, the hosts under the guidance of triple Olympic 
champion, this time President of the Organising Committee, 
Kakhi Kakhiashvili, did their best to set a world-class stage 
for the world’s under 20 weightlifters. (See our interview on 
page 18.) 
Our Georgian friends had their hands full – if not for another 
reason than due to the size of the turnout of the 2016 JWC. In 
the seven women’s categories 106 competitors were lined up 
representing 34 countries; while the eight men’s categories 
were populated by 138 lifters from 38 nations. The +75kg of 
the women listed the lowest number of athletes, 11, whereas 
the 58kg was the largest with 18 participants. Among the 

men the two extremes counted 10 and 30, in the 56kg and 
the 77kg, respectively. The medal distribution showed a nice 
balance with a remarkably wide array of countries clinching 
the JWC medals. In the men, the eight category champions 
came from seven countries with China being the only one to 
win double gold. In the women’s championships five nations 
shared the seven gold medals with China and Thailand being 
capable of winning two categories to each.  
The Junior World Championships featured some talented 
youngsters: merely 16-year old American Clarence CUM-
MINGS Jr. who triumphed hands down in his category, the 
69kg and set three youth world records; as well as his 
Colombian partner in 77kg, Yeison LOPEZ LOPEZ who regis-
tered four youth world records. The awardees of the IWF Best 
Lifter Trophies –  
JIANG Huihua, CHN, 48kg among the women, as well as 
Simon MARTIROSYAN, ARM, +105kg among the men, both 
boasted qualities even seniors would be proud of.  

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

The 56kg medal podium

TEXT: KORNÉL JANCSÓ
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

56KG – IT ALL STARTED 
WITH THAILAND

Following the normal sequence of competi-
tions, the men’s lightest category, the 56kg 
opened the Junior World Championships in 
the Georgian capital. At the end, Thailand’s 
anthem was played to honour the winner, 

Witoon MINGMOON. MINGMOON’s victory was quite 
overwhelming involving a 30kg lead on the runner-up of 
the field, Rafael P. FERRUZOLA ALAVA from Ecuador. 
Just a year earlier, at the 2015 championships of his age 
group, MINGMOON had finished in 4th position with a 
total 6kgs less than in 2016. He was also present in Rio 
where a result of 261kg earned him a ninth place. With 
115kg in snatch and 150kg in clean and jerk in Georgia, 

the Thai young man proved unequivocally that he was 
the best junior of the day and of the year. Taking silver 
(107kg) in the first part of the competition, FERRUZOLA 
slipped back slightly in the second act into fifth position, 
however, his overall second position was not endan-
gered. Third in total was Yuya SENOO from Japan, in six 
lifts straight. 

MINGMOON was very happy about the victory, 
though, as he said, he was hoping to do better in 

terms of a result. 

“Today’s result isn’t my limit. My own record in jerk 
is near 160kg but I was a little bit excited today and 
it affected my performance, and I couldn’t break the 

record. I like the Georgian people and the atmos-
phere here and of course I am glad to have won the 

gold.”

The 56kg medal podium

MEN

1

2

3

4

5

6

MINGMOON Witoon

FERRUZOLA ALAVA Rafael P.

SENOO Yuya

LAI Yung-En

RIVERA BARROS Julian J.

LEE Jaeyeong

10.02.1996

16.10.1997

04.09.1996

03.02.1997

28.07.1999

27.03.1996

THA

ECU

JPN

TPE

ECU

KOR

55.50

55.64

55.80

55.68

55.66

55.88

115

107

98

102

103

95

150

129

135

130

128

130

265

236

233

232

231

225
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

MO Yongxiang never thought of defeating 
PAK Jong Ju by 16 kilos. 

“I didn’t calculate anything, just concen-
trated to give my best. The 307kg total 
shows that I could manage that and I’m 

happy it was more than enough to get the 
gold medal in this World Championships. 

I worked a lot knowing the strength of 
my rivals. Of course, I was aware that the 

world records were near but today I wasn’t 
yet ready to set a new record. In the future, 
however, I hope I’ll be able to improve the 

world record.”

62KG –  
TWO CHINESE ON THE PODIUM

China took the bronze in total in addition to 
claiming the champion’s title in the 62kg. MO 
Yongxiang (20) won the snatch by six kilos, 
the clean and jerk by ten kilos, thus scoring 
one of the most convincing victories in six lifts 

straight. The three runner-up positions were earned by 
DPR Korean PAK Jong Ju, last year’s winner. The bronze 
went to another Chinese, 2015 junior world champion 
in 56kg, MENG Cheng.  MENG remained inferior to PAK 
by one kilo in snatch and by two kilos in clean and jerk, 
succeeding with only two attempts on the whole. Uzbeki-
stan’s Adkhamjon ERGASHEV also snatched 130kg, the 
same as MENG, but a lowly fifth place in clean and jerk 
left him out of medal reach in total. boasted qualities 
even seniors would be proud of.  

1

2

3

4

5

6

MO Yongxiang

PAK Jong Ju

MENG Cheng

ERGASHEV Adkhamjon

HIGUITA BARRERA Luis F.

NONDARA Pongsakorn

10.04.1996

14.03.1997

18.11.1997

12.03.1999

10.01.1997

03.07.1997

CHN

PRK

CHN

UZB

COL

THA

61.64

61.94

59.06

61.50

61.88

61.82

137

131

130

130

125

120

170

160

158

154

157

146

307

291

288

284

282

266 MENG Cheng, CHN, bronze medal
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69KG – UP AND CUMMINGS:  
US PRODIGY SCATTERS RECORDS 

Big names, electrifying battles characterized the 
men’s 69kg. Amidst all the fighting the only one 
at ease was Clarence Jr. (“CJ”) CUMMINGS from 
the USA. In the first part he deceived the opposi-
tion as he finished in fourth place with only 137kg 

to his credit, a weight done by Jose David MOSQUERA LOZANO 
(COL) and outlifted by Ahmet Turan OKYAY from Turkey (139kg) 
and Mitsunori KONNAI (JPN), 138kg.  
The handicap, however, did not in the least disturb CUMMINGS, 
the only one in the field born in 2000: in the clean and jerk he 
showed why he is considered a prodigy. He improved one youth 
world record after another. Celebrating his 16th birthday on 
6th June, this young man from the US lifted 175kg, then with 
remarkable ease 180kg (!), at the same time pushing the youth 

world record total to 317kg. With reason did he make it to the 
front cover of this magazine: CUMMINGS made an encore of 
this sparkling performance at the Youth World Championships 
in Penang, just four months later. Back in Georgia, the silver 
medal of the 69kg was clinched by KONNAI and the bronze also 
went to a Japanese competitor: Masanori MIYAMOTO. 

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

1

2

3

4

5

6

CUMMINGS JR Clarence

KONNAI Mitsunori

MIYAMOTO Masanori

OKYAY Ahmet Turan

MOSQUERA LOZANO Jose D.

CHKHEIDZE Goga

06.06.2000

14.03.1996

03.02.1997

06.05.1996

09.10.1998

11.02.1996

USA

JPN

JPN

TUR

COL

GEO

68.90

68.00

68.56

68.72

66.86

68.44

137

138

135

139

137

132

180

167

170

166

165

167

317

305

305

305

302

299

CJ CUMMINGS has been called 
the Michael Jordan and Lebron 

James of weightlifting, a 
beacon of hope for a United 

States that hadn’t had a male 
Junior World Champion since  
2000, the year Cummings was 

born.  Following his victory 
and world records, he said he 

was feeling fantastic. 

“I love the competition,” 
Cummings said. “I just try to 
stay relaxed and calm and I 

know if I’m focused it will all 
work out. We have a long-

term plan with my coach and 
it didn’t include any special 
preparation for this Cham-
pionship. Tbilisi was just a 
stop and I’m glad it worked 
out well. From now on I love 

Georgia; it has become a part 
of my life.”
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

As much as CUMMINGS over-
powered the field in the 69kg, 
the same applied to the 77kg 
with Yeison LOPEZ LOPEZ from 
Colombia. Like the American on 

the day before, LOPEZ embellished his triumph 
with youth world records in Tbilisi (only to do the 
same at the Youth Worlds in Penang). Not too 
much older than the American, 17 years of age, 
the Colombian defending champion served the 
first record in the snatch: 156kg. At this point, 
future total medallist Viacheslav IARKIN (RUS) 
and Brayan Santiago RODALLEGAS C. (COL) 
were still more or less able to keep pace with the 
young champion, the former lifting 153kg and the 
latter snatching 151kg.  
Then in the clean and jerk, Yeison LOPEZ ran 
down both; what is more, he shook off the rest 
of the aspiring competition. In a solo act, the 
Colombian secured the gold with a 185kg and 
added five kilos for a new world record. He did 
not bother with a third attempt, yet with these 
two lifts he set two more youth world records in 
the total: 341, then 346kg. Behind him, Nan-
jing’s Youth Olympic silver medal winner IARKIN 
finished in the second place with 333kg, letting 
Lopez’s compatriot RODALLEGAS collect the 
bronze medal for a 331kg total. Whereas LOPEZ 
was miles ahead, the rest of the field was very 
compressed with the sixth placed falling behind 
IARKIN only by four kilos.

1

2

3

4

5

6

LOPEZ LOPEZ Yeison

IARKIN Viacheslav

RODALLEGAS CARVAJAL B. S.

SUHAREVS Ritvars

KHUDAYBERGANOV Shakhzod

ZHOU Yukun

09.01.1999

19.11.1997

15.11.1997

11.01.1999

19.04.1997

25.02.1996

COL

RUS

COL

LAT

UZB

CHN

76.00

73.60

74.40

76.16

76.40

76.60

156

153

151

150

145

148

190

180

180

180

184

181

346

333

331

330

329

329

77KG – YEISON LOPEZ DOMINANT

Antonio PIZZOLATO, ITA  

Lesman PAREDES MONTANO, COL

Yeison LOPEZ:  

“I’ve had a very intensive training before 
this Championship because I knew that 
I’d have to face strong rivals and I came 
here to win. My long-term goal is to win 
among the seniors and become Olympic 

champion. My biggest dream is to get the 
Olympic gold medal and take it home to 

my mother.”
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The second Chinese win in the men’s events was 
catered for by LIU Jiawen. Practically, gaining six 
kilos advantage in the snatch secured the final 
victory for LIU on his primary chaser, Antonio 
PIZZOLATO. The Italian had three successful lifts 

arriving at 159kg. LIU opened on a weight one kilogram high-
er than the Italian’s best and first missed the next chosen 
barbell, the 165kg. However, he corrected it in a third attempt 
and – as it turned out – with it his final victory was secured 
as well. In the clean and jerk, the Chinese had nothing else 
to do but to keep up with PIZZOLATO. The Italian failed at 
the opening 193kg but excelled in the remaining attempts: 
195 and 201kg – both successfully hoisted. This latter score 
gave him the gold medal in clean and jerk. Meanwhile, LIU 
marched ahead in three straight lifts until he reached 200kg 
and claimed the total victory. Interestingly, B Group winner 
Colombian Jhonatan RIVAS MOSQUERA snatched himself 
(155kg) into a bronze-medal winning position in a field of 20 
athletes in the category.

94KG – SOBIROV: BETTER IN THE 
FINISH THAN PAREDES MONTANO

The snatch gold medal in Tbilisi went to  
Lesman PAREDES MONTANO (COL) but the 
rest of the evening culminated in success 
for his main rival, Farkhodbek SOBIROV of 
Uzbekistan. The Colombian was best in the 

snatch with his 172kg against SOBIROV’s 170kg. 

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

1

2

3

4

5

6

SOBIROV Farkhodbek

PAREDES MONTANO Lesman

BEIRALVAND Reza

GASPARYAN Samvel

CHKHEIDZE Irakli

BARTH Bartolomiej Jozef

10.09.1997

05.03.1996

01.04.1997

24.11.1997

05.01.1999

19.02.1996

UZB

COL

IRI

ARM

GEO

POL

92.50

91.96

93.50

93.26

90.94

93.08

170

172

161

160

150

154

203

200

201

199

186

181

373

372

362

359

336

335

Far away from the leading duo, Iran’s Reza BEIRALVAND 
collected the bronze (in fact, he collected all the three 
bronzes) for a 161kg result. The clean and jerk competi-
tion ended with a round 200kg for PAREDES MONTANO 
and as he was lighter SOBIROV had to lift three kilos more 
to get to the top overall. The Uzbek did manage to carry 
out the plan and in three splendid attempts finished with 
203kg. Winning the duel 373:372, SOBIROV captured the 
gold medal in total despite taking only silver again in the 
individual lift, the clean and jerk. The gold medal of this 
discipline was clinched by Volodymyr HOZA from Ukraine 
for his 204kg result. HOZA could not earn any titles in the 
total since he had no valid result in the snatch. 

Farkhodbek SOBIROV , UZB

1

2

3

4

5

6

LIU Jiawen

PIZZOLATO Antonino

ELBAKH Fares Ibrahim E. H.

PLIESNOI Anton

OBUKHOV Igor

DAVITADZE Revaz

23.08.1996

20.08.1996

04.06.1998

17.09.1996

05.05.1998

16.10.1998

CHN

ITA

QAT

UKR

UKR

GEO

84.48

84.62

83.96

84.66

84.12

81.04

165

159

150

154

148

151

200

201

196

188

188

184

365

360

346

342

336

335

85KG – LIU GAVE UP ONLY  
THE CLEAN AND JERK GOLD

LIU Jiawen, CHN

Antonio PIZZOLATO, ITA  
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

105KG – GEORGIAN TRIUMPHS  
IN THE GEORGIAN CAPITAL

Quite clearly, the game in this category proved 
to be the dearest to the hearts of the home 
crowd: that was where they could celebrate 
the only Georgian world champion. True 
that Giorgi CHKHEIDZE had counted as a 

top favourite right from the beginning but we know 
well that the weight of expectations often crushes the 
athlete, especially if he has to perform on home turf, for 
the home crowd. The Georgian 19-year old young man, 
however, was perfectly focused and put down his foot in 
the snatch with three impeccable lifts (165, 170, 172kg). 

His lead was marginal on as many as two of his challen-
gers: both Alireza DEHGHANGHAHFAROKHI of Iran and 
Marcos RUIZ VELASCO of Spain reached 171kg.  
CHKHEIDZE’s focus in the jerk was directed mainly on 
these two lifters and in the end the Georgian tied the 
Iranian with 207kg to both, while the Spanish fell off 
the podium with his 203kg. Meanwhile, Russian Nikita 
SOLOVEV performed best in the clean and jerk and 
registered 210kg, but his weaker result in snatch (165kg) 
gave him only the bronze in total. With good tactics and 
a steady performance, CHKHEIDZE retained the junior 
world title. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

CHKHEIDZE Giorgi

DEHGHANGHAHFAROKHI A.

SOLOVEV Nikita

RUIZ I VELASCO Marcos

KHETSURIANI Dato

JAN Peyman

30.10.1997

27.12.1996

19.01.1996

13.10.1996

05.06.1997

04.01.1996

GEO

IRI

RUS

ESP

GEO

IRI

105.00

104.36

103.56

103.96

104.84

102.48

172

171

165

171

167

167

207

207

210

203

203

200

379

378

375

374

370

367

Giorgi CHKHEIDZE: 

“It’s an unforgettable feeling! I am happy and proud! I 
want to dedicate this victory to my coaches, fans and the 

whole country – Georgia!”

Alireza DEHGHANGHAHFAROKHI, IRI    
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+105KG –  
MARTIROSYAN: 25 KILOS MORE

Although Simon MARTIROSYAN (ARM) re-
gistered the lightest bodyweight (less than 
110kg) in the closing category of the Junior 
World Championships, he was the one to lift 
the heaviest weights. By doing so he failed 

to astound anyone as with his background including 
youth world champion title in 2013, youth Olympic title in 
2014 and a European bronze medal in 2016 the Arme-
nian young man counted as a favourite in the super-
heavyweight. With his usual confidence, the 19-year old 
weightlifter set the tune in the snatch pulling through a 
series of 175-182-187kg and taking the lead. The best 
of the chasing group and at the same time heaviest in 

the field with his 148kg, Kosuke CHINEN (JPN) lagged 
behind by 10 kilograms. Tamas KAJDOCI from Serbia 
won the bronze with 171kg. The latter would later add 
two more bronze medals in clean and jerk (216) and 
total (387).  
The clean and jerk silver medal was earned by Ahmed 
Mohamed. A.M. GABER of Egypt for his 221kg result and 
the same happened in the total ranking. Returning to 
MARTIROSYAN, he started with 210kg, jumped to 220kg 
and swept in all the gold medals with a sixth clean lift at 
225kg. A comfortable total of 412kg was 25 kilos more 
than the next best’s. 

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO
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MARTIROSYAN Simon

GABER Ahmed M. A. M.

KAJDOCI Tamas

FAZLIKOSALARI Amirhossein

CHINEN Kosuke

AKHMEDIANOV Iurii

17.02.1997

18.01.1996

21.04.1997

13.01.1996

06.01.1996

09.03.1997

ARM

EGY

SRB

IRI

JPN

RUS

109.90

132.10

138.82

120.38

148.12

138.74

187

166

171

170

177

167

225

221

216

209

200

200

412

387

387

379

377

367

Simon MARTIROSYAN, ARM 

Medal winners of +105kg with presenters (from L)  
Kakhi KAKHIASHVILI, 3-times Olympic champion,  
weightlifting legend Yurik VARDANIAN,  
1980 Olympic champion and Ambassador of Armenia in 
Georgia, Prof. Milan MIHAJLOVIC, Serbia
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53KG – YU TOPS  
TWO SILVERS 
WITH A GOLD

It happens but not too frequently: the champion wins 
the gold in total after having been defeated on both 
lifts by her rivals. That was the case of YU Linglong 
(CHN) in the 53kg. Undoubtedly a great talent at 16 
years of age, YU collected only the silver medals 

both in snatch and in clean and jerk, yet hers was the 
best result overall. Meaning: two silvers add up to one 
gold. Coming to Tbilisi with a 2013 youth world cham-
pion title on her scorecard, YU recorded 91kg as her best 
result in snatch, missing 93kg. In contrast, Latvia’s pride, 
Rebeka KOHA used the opportunity and progressed step 

by step: 87-89-92kg. In clean and jerk the Chinese girl’s 
best was 115kg, while Thailand’s Rattanaphon  
PAKKARATHA, 2014 youth Olympic champion lifted 
116kg and won the gold. In the total, as mentioned 
before, YU Linglong was best with 206kg, PAKKARATHA 
finished in second place with 201kg and stood on the po-
dium happy and proud together with third-placed team-
mate Supattra KAEWKHONG. KOHA had bad luck here 
because she also totalled 195kg, just like KAEWKHONG, 
but was heavier by 0.16kg than the Thai and could not 
win any medals. 

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO
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YU Linglong

PAKKARATHA Rattanaphon

KAEWKHONG Supattra

KOHA Rebeka

DELACRUZ Jourdan Elizabeth

KONOTOP Kamila

16.01.2000

14.06.1997

11.03.1996

19.05.1998

20.05.1998

23.03.2001

CHN

THA

THA

LAT

USA

UKR

52.30

52.72

52.42

52.58

52.74

53.00

91

85

88

92

78

78

115

116

107

103

92

91

206

201

195

195

170

169

48KG – THAILAND REJOICES  
FIRST AMONG WOMEN AS WELL

What the Thai men started in their open-
ing category, their countrywomen cop-
ied in their first competition. 19-year 
old, 2013 youth world championships 
third Thunya SUKCHAROEN reached 

the silver medal winning position in the snatch losing 
only on a slight difference in bodyweight to Chinese 
world champion JIANG Huihua. Both lifted 86kg. The 

duel went on into the second part of the competition 
whereby SUKCHAROEN lifted 108kg against  
JIANG Huihua’s 107kg and so Thailand collected the 
two remaining gold medals. Both teenage lifters were 
outstanding not missing any of their six attempts,  
respectively. All the three bronze medals were  
pocketed by China’s other entry, 2010 Asian youth  
champion, LONG Xiaoqun.
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SUKCHAROEN Thunya

JIANG Huihua

LONG Xiaoqun

NANTHAWONG Chiraphan

WANG Sheng-Han

SEEGERT Megan Marie

21.04.1997

22.01.1998

21.01.1996

17.08.1999

16.04.1997

07.07.1998

THA

CHN

CHN

THA

TPE

USA

47.86

47.16

47.94

47.28

47.46

47.86

86

86

80

76

78

72

108

107

101

93

91

88

194

193

181

169

169

160

Thunya SUKCHAROEN:
 

“I’m happy and satisfied, and especially glad 
to be able to repeat the success of my male 
compatriot in 56kg. I am also proud to have 
won against two very strong Chinese lifters. 
I’ve improved my personal best by 2 kilos.”

WOMEN
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53KG – YU TOPS  
TWO SILVERS 
WITH A GOLD

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

58KG – NEXT IN  
TURN FOR CHINA: OU LINGLI

Though the gold medal in snatch went to 2015 
youth world champion Nawaporn DAENGSRI 
(THA) on account of lighter bodyweight, the 
clean and jerk left no doubt whatsoever about 
the superiority of the Chinese competitor, OU 

Lingli. A victory in snatch was a nice present for the 
Thai girl celebrating her 18th birthday on the day of the 
competition. However, the clean and jerk revealed the 
true colours of OU Lingli who towered above the field 
with her power and performance. While DAENGSRI 
stopped at 114kg and Muattar NABIEVA (UZB) was third 
best with 112kg, OU opened with 120kg and the game 
was over. She tried 123kg in the next attempt – unsuc-
cessful – but could afford the luxury of renouncing the 
third lift and proceeding straight to the top of the po-
dium with the aggregate of 217kg. DAENGSRI won silver 

with 211kg and NABIEVA took the bronze with 207kg. 
With OU the Chinese team won their second – and as it 
turned out, last – gold medal in Tbilisi.
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OU Lingli

DAENGSRI Nawaporn

NABIEVA Muattar

LUGO ROBLES Carolina G.

CHIANG Nien-Hsin

CHEN Wen-Huei

21.10.1997

28.06.1998

02.06.1996

16.03.1996

29.04.1997

23.02.1997

CHN

THA

UZB

MEX

TPE

TPE

57.42

55.62

57.30

57.64

57.16

57.28

97

97

95

87

86

86

120

114

112

110

110

109

217

211

207

197

196

195

YU Linglong commented 
on her success: 

“It makes me very happy 
to win here. In particular 

because in Tashkent I 
won the Youth Champion-
ships with 172 kilograms 

and now I have made a 
206kg total. I’m proud 

to have become so much 
stronger. I dedicate my 
victory to my coach, my 
family and of course to 

my country. I think I could 
win because I could focus 
better than the others. To 
be junior world champi-
on: this is so beautiful!”

Nawaporn DAENGSRI, THA

OU Lingli, CHN
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63KG – STUPEFYING SUPREMACY BY RIM

One of the most unambiguous victories at these 
Junior World Championships was scored here, 
by RIM Un Sim, DPR Korea. An ascending star 
of the 63kg category, Asian junior champion two 
years earlier and bronze medallist of the 2014 

and 2015 JWCs, displayed remarkable superiority already 
in the snatch when making a getaway with 10 kilograms 
ahead of Kiana Rose ELLIOTT, Australia and 11kg ahead of 
Ana Lilia DURAN AYON, Mexico. The scoreboard indicated 
100, 103 and 105kg for RIM. As customary for the best, RIM 
appeared on the platform after all the others had finished 
their jobs. The scenario repeated in clean and jerk and 
though the North-Korean first frightened her coaches by 
missing 130kg, she quickly made a correction and went 
on to lift 135kg, this latter weight just for the fun of it. A 
respectable total of 240kg gave her triple crown. With an 
Asian as the champion on its top, the podium featured 
Pan-America with DURAN in second place and Oceania with 
ELLIOTT in the bronze medallist’s position. 

› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

69KG – DAJOMES  

BARRERA POCKETS  

THREE GOLD MEDALS 

WITH SISTER TRAILING

Like the previous category, the 69kg was another 
“one woman show”, with Neisi Patricia  
DAJOMES BARRERA from Ecuador pocketing all 
the three gold medals with ease. 2013 youth world 
champion, now 18 years old, DAJOMES BARRERA 

appeared on the stage after all her colleagues had returned 
to the warm-up room to get ready for the clean and jerk. 
Opening at a 99kg barbell, she progressed in the classic 
way through 103kg arriving at 105kg. This well-known set-
up repeated in the clean and jerk whereby the young lady 
from Ecuador juggled with 123kg and took another – suc-
cessful – attempt at 125kg, one kilogram more than the 
best result of her main adversary, before walking away with 
the full collection of world titles. In the snatch, her sister 
and teammate Angie Paola PALACIOS DAJOMES finished 
in the runner-up position, preceding Alona SHEVKOPLIAS, 
UKR on lighter bodyweight as both reached 98kg. The 
Ukrainian added two further bronze medals, while the clean 
and jerk silver medal was awarded to Jennifer Michell 
CANTU IGLESIAS, MEX. 
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RIM Un Sim

DURAN AYON Ana Lilia

ELLIOTT Kiana Rose

NAZARENKO Yana

PALACIOS Joana Valeria

KIRYCHUK Alina

05.07.1996

16.11.1997

27.07.1997

03.08.1997

08.11.1996

11.03.1999

PRK

MEX

AUS

UKR

ARG

UKR

62.66

61.22

62.28

62.58

62.98

62.48

105

94

95

90

86

88

135

122

109

112

113

106

240

216

204

202

199

194
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DAJOMES BARRERA Neisi P.

CANTU IGLESIAS Jennifer M.

SHEVKOPLIAS Alona

PALACIOS DAJOMES Angie P.

POGHOSYAN Sona

STOLYARENKO Yekaterina

12.05.1998

09.04.1996

03.04.1998

12.09.2000

29.06.1998

16.10.1998

ECU

MEX

UKR

ECU

ARM

KAZ

68.80

66.54

66.50

65.66

68.12

68.86

105

95

98

98

93

90

125

124

120

116

112

115

230

219

218

214

205

205

Superior in her class: N.P. DAJOMES BARRERA, ECU
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

75KG – DEKHA LIFTED UKRAINE ONTO 
THE RANK OF CHAMPIONS’ NATIONS

After the predictability of both previous cat-
egories, the battle in the 75kg promised to 
be more exciting with an undecided out-
come between several potential champions. 
Three contenders presented themselves 

to the title. Soon enough, however, Chinese LIANG 
Xiaomei, CHN left the trio when she failed at 111kg 
and was standing with just 109kg to her credit. Mean-
while, Ukrainian Iryna DEKHA marched forward until 
116kg and Mongolian Ankhtsetseg MUNKHJANTSAN 
lagged behind by just one kilogram, 115kg. The clean 
and jerk saw LIANG reaching her maximum potential 

with 130kg and missing 141kg, whereupon DEKHA and 
MUNKHJANTSAN went 132-138kg, successful to both. 
The identical weight lifted favoured the Mongolian who 
took the gold in the clean and jerk but had to cede the 
pole position to Iryna DEKHA overall, thanks to the lat-
ter’s one-kilo advantage brought from the snatch, which 
MUNKHJANTSAN tried to eliminate in her third attempt 
at 143kg but was not successful. For the 20-year old 
Ukrainian the junior world championship victory was 
another significant landmark in a year successful for 
her anyway: in April she had won the senior European 
champion title.
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DEKHA Iryna

MUNKHJANTSAN A.

LIANG Xiaomei

ANZOROVA Anastasiia

SALAZAR ARCE Tamara Y.

HSIAO Ya-Fang

14.05.1996

25.12.1997

20.09.1997

22.04.1996

09.08.1997

28.06.1997

UKR

MGL

CHN

RUS

ECU

TPE

74.86

73.82

74.98

73.42

74.14

72.92

116

115

109

98

95

93

138

138

136

124

125

119

254

253

245

222

220

212

Ankhtsetseg MUNKHJANTSAN, MGL Iryna DEKHA, UKR
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› 2016 JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – TBILISI, GEO

+75KG – JWC ENDS AS IT STARTED:  
WITH THAI SUCCESS

The +75kg event enclosed the Tbilisi Junior 
World Championships in a peculiar frame: 
Thai winners were awarded in the light-
est category, the 48kg, and now among the 
heaviest, too. As a matter of fact, prospects 

for a final win by Thailand’s Duangaksorn CHAIDEE 
were not bright yet in the snatch, as the first half of the 
competition ended with triumph for the local favourite 
Anastasiia HOTFRID (much to the joy of the Georgian 
fans). The Georgian snatched 116kg as opposed to 
CHAIDEE’s 115kg. The rest of the field had a consider-
able handicap with even the bronze medallist, Lisseth 
B. AYOVI CABEZAS merely lifting 105kg. In the clean and 
jerk, however, 2014 youth Olympic champion CHAIDEE 
switched into fifth gear and pulled away. After an open-
ing 141kg, and waiting what HOTFRID would do (the 
Georgian missed 145kg), she completed a winning 146kg 

lift. Already the champion, CHAIDEE wished to round 
up the women’s competitions in a worthy manner and 
called for 150kg. That being also successful, she left 
the stage with a 265kg total, followed by HOTFRID who 
picked up two silvers with 140kg and 256kg. The clean 
and jerk bronze medal was clinched by the heaviest of 
the field, KIM Jihyeon (KOR), who lifted almost her exact 
bodyweight, 132kg. The bronze in total went to Mercy 
Opeyemi BROWN from Great Britain. 
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CHAIDEE Duangaksorn

HOTFRID Anastasiia

BROWN Mercy Opeyemi

AYOVI CABEZAS Lisseth B.

KIM Jihyeon

BARANOVA Yelyzaveta

11.08.1997

25.04.1996

20.06.1996

07.08.1998

04.06.1998

05.11.1998

THA

GEO

GBR

ECU

KOR

UKR

111.48

88.40

95.20

112.34

131.64

91.58

115

116

105

108

103

96

150

140

131

127

132

121

265

256

236

235

235

217

Five medal winners in the +75kg
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TEXT: KORNÉL JANCSÓ

“WEIGHTLIFTING IS MY LIFE”

He was born a good 47 years ago as the son of a Georgian father and a Greek mother. The name is Kakhi Kakhiashvili or, 
if you like, Akakios Kakiasvilis, one of the Greatest Weightlifters of All Times. One of those four superstars of the sport 
who have been able to win the Olympic Gold medal three times. At present, Kakhiashvili is the President of the Georgian 
Weightlifting Federation, the engine, the driving force and the main organiser of the 2016 Tbilisi Junior World Champion-
ships. He put his whole heart and maximum energy into that event, keen to make sure it runs successfully in his home 

country, considering it without any doubt as a matter of personal prestige. Amidst all the myriad tasks and duties he was however 
ready to sit down with WORLD WEIGHTLIFTING for a few minutes to talk about what is his nitty-gritty, i.e. weightlifting in Georgia. 

› INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW WITH KAKHI KAKHIASHVILI

WW As a warm-up, let’s make a memory test. 

1992, Barcelona…: what comes up first?

KK The first Olympic gold medal in my life, huge 

happiness, I couldn’t sleep all night. Afterwards 

celebration for days on end, with my family and 

friends…

WW You won the first Olympic title as a member 

of the Unified Team made up of the indepen-

dent Republics of the former USSR. That was 

followed by the next in 1996 Atlanta – as a Greek 

weightlifter – and the third Olympic victory in 

2000 Sydney.

KK In 1996 I was in excellent shape, and in 2000 

I was able to win the gold again despite an injury. 

Past the age of thirty I wanted to continue but in 

Sydney I got a serious injury and started again 

a year later. But at the 2004 Olympic Games in 

Athens I got eliminated, so I decided to finish my 

active career. The truth is that for a long time 

after I just didn’t know what to do; I was kind of 

lost, everything seemed so chaotic and strange. 

Finally, three years later I found my way again, 

back to weightlifting. I returned to Georgia, I 

was helping the President of the Federation only 

to get elected to that position sometime later. I 

finally realized: that’s my life, the true love, my 

mission. Everything binds me closely to  

weightlifting. I never wanted to make an inter-

national career; I never even wanted to be a top 

official. I was more interested in the technical 

questions; I just wanted to help and didn’t want 

to become the boss. During my work I got a lot 

of support and advice from experienced people, 

from the International Weightlifting Federation, 

in particular from President Tamás Aján. We have 

received a motivation to undertake significant 

competitions. 

WW First the 2015 European Championships, 

then the 2016 IWF Junior World Championships – 

both held in Tbilisi. 

KK By hosting these important events I had two 

goals. On the one hand to add our share to the 

world of weightlifting; on the other hand to give a 

lift to the development of weightlifting in Georgia, 

to have more sporting success – first of all in 

weightlifting – and to improve the level of event 

management here. I have to 

mention that this is the first 

ever World Championships 

held in Georgia – in any 

sport. We have made great 

progress, I can say. Fifteen 

new gyms have been opened 

and as we

used to have just four before, 

now we have 21 weightlifting 

gyms in Georgia. Besides, in 

a year’s span the number of weight-

lifters has grown from hundred to two hundred 

fifty: as a proof that sport in Georgia is not only 

about football, wrestling, track and field and 

water sports, but weightlifting is growing, too. 

Although the money is scarce, love and devotion 

is plentiful in this country. 

WW I am not asking you who can be the next 

Kakhiashvili of Georgia, but I am very curious to 

know from a triple Olympic champion: what is 

needed to win even once at the Olympic Games?

KK First of all you must love to work. Then you 

need talent, determination and persistence. You 

need a good coach, good methods and expert ad-

vice. But you also need to be a character who has 

will-power, outstanding psychologic qualities and 

fit to be a competitor. Finally, you need success, 

good results, and feedback that you are on the 

right track.

WW Can we have a list of arguments why it is 

good to lift weights?

KK It’s a basic sport that helps the other sports! 

It strengthens your body, your soul, your mind. 

That’s what I propagate visiting schools in 

Georgia, trying to make weightlifting known and 

popular among the youth. I am convinced that 

weightlifting has a future and it will be even more 

popular than now. I think that in spite of the fact 

that there are many problems with the abuse of 

forbidden drugs and it works against popularity. 

If not for any other reason, doping must be eradi-

cated without mercy.

 “IT STRENGTHENS YOUR BODY, 

YOUR SOUL, YOUR MIND” 

Kakhi with friend Pyrros Dimas and Editor-in-Chief Kornél Jancsó pointing at 
the logo he designed
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REMEMBERING TBILISI

The DAJOMES sisters from Ecuador

The JWC logo – designed by 
Kakhi Kakhiashvili

Another hero of Georgia, now champion-maker: 
Georgi ASANIDZERattanaphon PAKKARATHA and Supattra 

KAEWKHONG won medals for Thailand in 53kg
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› WOMEN’S PAGE

THE LONG JOURNEY OF WOMEN’S 
WEIGHTLIFTING – FROM BEING 
FORBIDDEN TO FULL GENDER 
EQUALITY

TEXT: ATTILA ÁDÁMFI

We all know that weightlifting was already on the program of the first modern Olympic Games in 
Athens, 1896. At that time - and for many years more - only men competed in the sport, but you 
may be surprized to learn that the women’s participation was banned by law! The IWF Constitution 
included a paragraph that weightlifting ‘is a sport for men only’. 
Then, in the ‘Eighties, things started to change…

• Prior to the Congress in 1983, a movement advocating the participation of women in weightlifting started 
to spread from the United States. Its flagbearer was Judy Glenney who made it clear that unless the IWF gave 
recognition to women an independent Women’s International Weightlifting Federation would be founded. 

• Following negotiations, in 1983, Dr. Tamás Aján, then General Secretary of IWF, lit the sparkle that start-
ed women weightlifting’s long journey. Upon his proposal, on 20 October 1983, the IWF Executive Board in Moscow, 
USSR approved to include in the Rules the control of women’s weightlifting in 9 bodyweight categories: 44kg, 48kg, 
52kg, 56kg, 60kg, 67,5kg, 75kg, 82,5kg, +82,5kg

• It was necessary to introduce women’s weightlifting in the framework of an international tournament, 
so – thanks to the efforts of the IWF Secretariat with Anikó Németh-Móra already there and playing an active role 

– on 23 March 1986 the first international weightlifting competition for women was organized in Budapest, Hungary 
with the participation of 23 athletes from 5 countries.

• The Tournament was a great success and now new ambitions were pointing towards the World Champi-
onships. Upon proposal by IWF President Gottfried Schödl and the General Secretary, in close cooperation with 
the USA Weightlifting Federation, the first World Championships for Women were held in Daytona Beach, Florida, 
USA, 30 October to 1 November 1987 – with exactly 100 athletes from 22 countries taking part. Cai Jun, CHN be-
came the first woman World Champion in the 44kg category.

• 1991, Donaueschingen, GER – marked the first World Championships held together for men and women.
• 1993 – new bodyweight categories were set: 46kg, 50kg, 54kg, 59kg, 64kg, 70kg, 76kg, 83kg, +83kg
• 1995 Warsaw, POL – first Junior World Championships for women held together with men

• 13 December 1996, Cancun, MEX– IOC 
Executive Board meeting: IWF General Secre-
tary  
Dr. Tamás Aján submitted the request to accept 
women to the Olympic Games weightlifting 
program.  The IOC decided to include women’s 
weightlifting as of the 2000 Sydney Olympic 
Games with 7 bodyweight categories, increas-
ing the number of bodyweight categories 
(events) from 10 (only men) to 15 (8 men and 7 
women)
• 1997 – women’s bar introduced
• 1998, Ramat Gan, ISR –the first World 
Championships for University and College 
students were organized where women were 
already included; new bodyweight categories 
set: 48kg, 53kg, 58kg, 63kg, 69kg, 75kg, +75kg

Judy Glenney with IWF President Dr. Tamás Aján
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• From here on any new competition introduced or weightlifting was included (FISU World University 
Championships, Youth World Championships, Universiade, Youth Olympic Games), women were an integral part

• 16 – 26 September 2000, Sydney, AUS, XXVII Olympic Games - women competitions included for the first 
time in the program with 85 athletes from 47 countries –Tara Nott from USA became the first Olympic Champion. 
Following the Games, IOC President  Juan Antonio Samaranch declared that women brought new colour into the 
sport and their participation would entail a skyrocketing progress

• 8 December 2000, Athens, GRE – Fanny Zora, GRE elected as first woman member of the Executive 
Board (elected as Assistant Secretary together with the General Secretary with no voting right)

• 2002 Manchester, GBR – first Commonwealth Games organized including women
• The IWF, especially through its Technical Committee, has applied policies and measures and changed its 
Rules and Guidelines increasingly promoting the nomination, the education and the selection of female Technical 
Officials at all levels of competitions, including the Olympic Games. Celsa Alvarez Suárez (ESP) became the first 
woman referee and Chair of the Women’s Commission. In 2004, Reiko Chinen became the first female President 
of Jury at the Athens Olympic Games.

•  2007 – FISU Executive Committee appointed Anikó Németh-Móra as Chairperson for Weightlifting in the 
World University Championships International Technical Commission (re-appointed in 2011 and in 2015)

• 2009 - The issue of the 8th bodyweight category for women was included in the TC Working Plan by Sam 
Coffa, AUS, Chairman of the IWF Technical Committee

• 27 June 2011, Penang, MAS – IWF Technical and Competition Rules modified regarding uniform and 
headgear, enabling Muslim women to compete

• 12 – 13 December 2012, Baku, AZE – proposed by the IWF President, the new IWF Constitution approved 
secured an elected position for women on the Executive Board

• 20 – 21 May 2013, Moscow, RUS – Moira Lassen, CAN was elected as the first female Executive Board 
Member with full power. She chairs the IWF Women’s Commission, first created in  

• 8 – 9 December 2014, Monte Carlo, MON – IOC Agenda 2020 approved including a recommendation to 
foster gender equality, achieve 50 per cent female participation in the Olympic Games and to stimulate women’s 
participation and involvement in sport. This recommendation gave new impetus to achieving gender equality in 
weightlifting; for this reason the evaluation of the possible introduction of a further bodyweight category began

• 2015 – IOC approved the IWF’s proposal to add an additional category (event) to the 2018 Youth Olympic 
Games in Buenos Aires, ARG in order to reach full gender equality in the athletes’ quota and the number of body-
weight categories (medal events).It has to be seen as a huge achievement considering the IOC’s usual approach 
not to increase the number of events at the Games. This success gave us the courage to go further and to consider 
the introduction of the 8th bodyweight category for women. 

• 17 April 2016, SportAccord Convention, Lausanne, SUI – IWF, represented by Ma Wenguang, General 
Secretary and Attila Ádámfi, Director General and CGF, represented by David Grevemberg, CEO and Matthew 

Chen Yanqing: the first female double Olympic champion

Sydney 2000 Olympic champions
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Curtain, Director of Sport agreed in principle on the inclusion of the 8th 
women’s bodyweight category to the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth 
Games, these being the first Multisport Games to confirm the additional 
category on the program

• A few days later the author of this article had the first discus-
sion with IOC Sport Department on the possible inclusion of the 8th 

women’s category at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games in order to reach 
gender equality

• Following further extensive discussions at individual and insti-
tutional levels, the Women’s Commission’s survey, and the full support 
of the Committees and the Executive Board, on 24 June 2016 the IWF 
Congress unanimously approved to introduce an additional bodyweight 
category for women in order to have the same number of categories for 
both women and men. Elaborating on the decision, the IWF Secretariat 
conducted a thorough analysis of the +75kg athletes’ bodyweights in our 
database back to 1998. Based on the statistics and considering further 
sport specific factors, the IWF Executive Board decided to introduce 90kg 
and +90kg for juniors and seniors, 75kg and +75kg for youth at its meet-
ing on 25 September 2016.

• With only 1 day difference, 33 years after the first step of wom-
en’s weightlifting, on 19 October 2016, the IWF Congress unanimously 
ratified the introduction of the 8th bodyweight category for women. The 
Congress also approved the article in the Constitution to provide a Vice 
President position to women (additionally, beside the already existing 
Executive Board Member).

• 2017 Universiade in Taipei, TPE and the 2018 Commonwealth 
Games in Gold Coast, AUS already confirmed to include 90kg and +90kg 
bodyweight categories in their program.

• 30 years after the first World Championships for women, the 
IWF World Championships returns to the USA, with the 2017 edition 
being organized in Anaheim under the leadership of Ursula Papandrea, 
President of USA Weightlifting Federation.

Lidia Valentin: one of the most successful and popular 
weightlifters of our days

Tara Nott, the first Olympic champion, enters the Weightlifting Hall of Fame

Reiko Chinen,  
Technical Official
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The program (possible inclusion of 8th category) for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games is under coor-
dination with the IOC, and we hope that having a woman as Governor of Tokyo (former President of 
the Japanese Weightlifting Association) Yuriko Koike and a female Sport Manager, Reiko Chinen 
not only helps to achieve gender equality at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games but also demonstrates 
that gender should not be a disadvantage anymore and the IWF is an organisation endorsing equal 
possibilities for female leaders in key positions within or outside of the sport. 
Thank you for all your contribution in reaching this historical milestone, and we shall not rest on 
our laurels and celebrate our success but to draws on strength to continue our common efforts to 
further develop our sport, both for men and women without any distinction. 

The IWF’s Women’s Commission chaired by Moira Lassen with the IWF President and guest lecturers (the author, Attila Ádámfi on the left)

Reiko Chinen,  
Technical Official
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

NEW LINES OF FORCE  
GETTING SHAPE AMONG THE YOUTH

With its pleasant climate, South-East-
Asian location and welcoming hospital-
ity, the Malaysian island of Penang at-
tracted a large turnout to the 6th edition 
of the IWF Youth World Championships 

both in terms of lifters and countries. 121 female lifters 
came from 35 nations – seven of those with a full team, 
including Sri Lanka (!), as well as – 162 male lifters of 
the age group 13-17 gathered representing 43 countries, 
with nine of them bringing full teams. In aggregate 49 
countries from all five continents were in attendance 
with 283 young lifters. The results, but even more the 
medal distribution, suggest that a new geography is 
taking shape in global weightlifting and “new traditions” 
are being created. The women’s medals were shared 
between 16 nations and the medal table is even more 
colourful among the men where competitors from 21 
nations have taken medals!
Besides the traditionally successful China, Turkey, Thai-
land, Iran, Russia, Colombia is undoubtedly establishing 
itself as a superpower in the sport, while we cannot but 

notice a fast and powerful progress by the United States 
in both genders. Without any doubt, the latter seems to 
have found the right track with the destination to rein-
state its long lost glory in the sport of weightlifting. 
While the bulk of gold medals (11) were pocketed by Chi-
nese women, some were still available for other nations 
of which we have to highlight the historic first world title 
won by an athlete from Fiji (CIKAMATANA in 69kg). She 
also received the Best Lifter Trophy from the IWF Media. 
In the youth men’s contests a similar “first” was re-
corded: Ahmed AL-HABSI won a gold medal in 50kg for 
Oman! 
US prodigy CJ CUMMINGS and Colombia’s Yeison LOPEZ 
LOPEZ excelled setting youth world records. 
The Organising Committee under the control of Dato 
ONG Poh Eng, IWF Vice President and President of the 
Malaysian Weightlifting Federation, who had an eye  
to everything, offered above-the-standard conditions, 
wonderful accommodation, food and hospitality to the 
teams and officials, as well as to the subsequent  
Commonwealth Championships. 

TEXT: LILLA ROZGONYI 
PHOTOS: GREGOR WINTER & STEVE GALVAN

Yeison Lopez Lopez set four youth world records in Penang With Cikamatana Fiji celebrates its first ever gold medal 
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SOUTH-AMERICA V. ASIA  
OMAN TAKING GOLD

Women 44kg - Two South American 
countries, Colombia and Venezuela 
were joined by Indonesia at the first 
medal ceremony held during the 2016 
IWF Youth World Championships in 

Penang, Malaysia. The 44kg Women opened the show 
and some of them stepped for the first time on the 
international sport stage. Manuela A. BERRIO Zuluaga 
(COL) happened to be the opponent to defeat. None of 
the other competitors could even come close and she 

easily won the gold medal with 67kg-87kg and a Total of 
154kg. The silver medal went to Nur VINATASARI (INA) 
while the third place was awarded both in the Snatch, 
Clean and Jerk and in the Total to Rosielis C. QUINTANA 
Mendoza (VEN)
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18.06.2000
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Men 50kg - This was the last IWF World Cham-
pionships where winning by bodyweight was 
still possible because following the modifica-
tion of the TCRR, the bodyweight advantage 
is abolished as of 1st January 2017. This 

advantage gave the victory to LE Nguyen Quoc Bao (VIE) 
ending with a Total of 211kg – just as Natthawat CHOM-
CHUEN (THA)   who happened to be heavier at this competi-
tion. Third place of the podium went to Jairo Luis GARCIA 
PEREZ (COL). 
Penang staged the 1st medal ever won at a World Champi-
onships for Oman! It is a big achievement for Ahmed Salim 
Said AL-HABSI (OMA) and shows that investing in develop-
ment and grassroots can be rewarding. He won the gold 
medal in the Clean and Jerk and missed the podium in the 
Total by only 1kg (lifting 208kg).
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

Medallists of the 44kg

Vietnam scored the first total gold medal with Le Nguyen 
Quoc Bao in 50kg 
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CHINA GETTING ON

Women 48kg – The women’s 48kg body-
weight category brought the first gold 
medal of China as ZHAO Jinhong (CHN) 

– with a strong dominance over the field 
– lifted 80kg in the Snatch, 95kg in the 

Clean and Jerk and made a Total of 175kg – being 13kg 
more than then the silver medallist. With 162kg, FANG 
Wan-Ling (TPE), Asian Youth Champion in 2015 ended 
up second. 4th place in the Snatch and finishing also 4th 
in the Clean and Jerk, Hayley Marie REICHARDT (USA) 
defeated those – Ayse DOGAN (TUR) 3rd and Chiraphan 
NANTHAWONG (THA) 2nd – who had taken away the po-
dium from her. REICHARDT made a Total 152kg and won 
the bronze medal proving that the USA is again to count 
with as a serious medal contender.
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Men 56kg – Impressive results 
were achieved by the Chinese 
lifter HUANG Gaoming (CHN) who 
surpassed all of his contenders 
in the men’s 56kg bodyweight 

category with his Total of 255kg. Lifting 20kg 
more than the silver medallist, HUANG found no 
one to endanger his leading position. He won all 
three gold medals and was crowned Youth World 
Champion in Penang with only 1 missed attempt 
in the Snatch. 
India took silver with a Total of 235kg for Jeremy 
LALRINNUNGA (IND) and bronze with 233kg for 
Raja UTHUPANDI (IND) – who was only 9th in  
the Snatch. After placing 2nd in the Snatch,  
LALRINNUNGA only got 5th in the Clean and Jerk 
and had to wait until all remaining competitors 
took their attempts to see if he could make it to 
the podium which he did. Third in the Snatch, Yu-
suf GOCMENOGLU (TUR) tried 125kg twice in the 
Clean and Jerk but couldn’t make it. His first lift 
at 120kg was his only successful and only placed 
him 11th and 7th in the Total. The bronze medal in 
the Clean and Jerk was awarded to Julian Javier 
RIVERA BARROS (ECU) missing the podium by 
only 1kg.
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LALRINNUNGA Jeremy

MUTHUPANDI Raja

25.04.1999
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

At her first ever international appearance Zhao Jinhong became world champion in 
48kg

Podium of the 56kg with two Indians 
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Women 53kg – The Snatch competition was quite balanced and the podium was 
populated by 3 lifters – Yenny SINISTERRA TORRES (COL), Kamila KONOTOP 
(UKR) and Surodchana KHAMBAO (THA) – lifting the same weight of 78kg. 
With only one successful attempt, Chinese YU Mengqian (CHN) was 1kg 
behind. However, she controlled the weight in the Clean and Jerk and with 

impressive technique she executed three good lifts. Three kilos advantage was enough for her 
to grab the gold in the Total with 182kg. Second and third respectively in the Clean and Jerk, 
Yenny SINISTERRA TORRES (COL) and Surodchana KHAMBAO (THA) also won the silver and 
bronze in the Total with 179kg and 178 kg.
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At her first ever international appearance Zhao Jinhong became world champion in 
48kg

After a medal-free snatch result Yu Mengqian clean-and-jerked hersef into gold 
medallist position in total (53kg)

Yenny Sinisterra of Colombia flies in happiness after her gold medal in snatch (53kg)
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CLARENCE CUMMINGS JR (USA) 
IMPROVED HIS OWN YOUTH WORLD 
RECORD

Men 62kg - First gold medal for Uzbekistan! 
Tension was on almost until the end for 
Adkhamjon ERGASHEV (UZB) who kept 
on watching the other competitors while 
making sure he remained in the lead. 

The Chinese lifter WEI Yunban (CHN) ranking 4th in the 
Snatch made it to 156kg in the Clean and Jerk – taking 
the Gold medal but it wasn’t enough for the Total where 
he won a silver. The bronze Medal went to Zulfat GARAEV 
(RUS) with a second place in the Snatch and a 4th place in 
the Clean and Jerk. He couldn’t make it to the podium of 
the Clean and Jerk, where Korean SHIN Bi grabbed the 
medal with 150kg.
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Men 69kg - Clarence CUMMINGS JR (USA) 
did it again! Just like in Tbilisi earlier this 
year he broke the first Youth World Record 
of the competition at the 2016 IWF Youth 
World Championships in Penang, Malay-

sia. Winning with a great superiority in numbers and 
showing impressive power and technique, CUMMINGS 
in now Junior and Youth World Champion and improved 
his own Youth World Record by 2kg bringing it to 182kg.
He also equalled the one he had set in Tbilisi at 317kg in 
the Total. With a bronze and two silver medals, Hossein 
SOLTANI (IRI) registered his first result achieved at an 
IWF competition being 131kg in the Snatch, 164kg in the 
Clean and Jerk and 295kg in the Total. Ferhat Ali YAZICI 
(TUR) took the second place in the Snatch, but feeling 
less comfortable in the Clean and Jerk he missed a cru-
cial attempt at 160kg. With a Total of 291kg he however 
finished 7kg ahead of third place winner of the Clean and 
Jerk, Paul DUMITRASCU (ROU) who finished 4th in the 
Total.
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SOLTANI Hossein

YAZICI Ferhat Ali
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

The final victory in 62kg went to Uzbekistan thanks  
to Adkhamjon Ergashev

After his junior world title in Tbilisi, winning the youth in
Penang was “child’s play” for 16-year old CJ Cummings, 
USA (69kg)
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Women 58kg – The women’s 58kg 
showcased first medals for most of 
the countries. Aysegul CAKIN (TUR) 
won the first Gold medal in Penang 
for Turkey while Mariia TYMOSHCHUK 

(UKR) got a silver, and a first medal for Peru, a bronze 
was awarded to Eldi Jhasmin PAREDES VASQUEZ (PER). 
After the Snatch, the competition seemed to be between 
TYMOSHCHUK and CAKIN – only 2kg between the two, 
but the Turkish lifter took back the lead in the Clean and 
Jerk with 104kg over 100kg for the Ukrainian lifter rank-
ing third. Cristal Guadalupe PONCIANO RODRIGUEZ 
(MEX), third in the Snatch dropped back into 4th place in 
the Clean and Jerk and couldn’t make it to the podium 
with her 176kg in Total. 
With 75kg in the Snatch ranking her 5th, Peruvian Eldi 
Jhasmin PAREDES VASQUEZ made an impressive third 
attempt in the Clean and Jerk with 102kg! An aggregate 
result of 177kg placed her third in the Total and this way 
she could win Peru’s first medal at the YWC. 
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YEISON LOPEZ LOPEZ SUPERIOR!

Men 77kg - Unstoppable all the way to the Gold 
medals and the Youth World Records, Yeison 
LOPEZ LOPEZ (COL) was explosive! He domi-
nated the field and had no challengers. His Total 
of 351kg was 30kg above the silver medallist and 

almost 50kg over the bronze medallist (307kg). He kept breaking 
his own World Records set at the 2016 IWF Junior World Cham-
pionships in Tbilisi, Georgia. Twice in the Snatch (first setting it 
to 157kg and then to 160kg) once in the Clean and Jerk (setting 
it to 190kg) and once in the Total setting it from the 346kg made 
in Tbilisi to an impressive 351kg. Each attempt by LOPEZ LOPEZ 
was breathtaking, including his last on 195kg in Clean and Jerk 
that he eventually missed. The Pan-American Youth and Junior 
Silver medallist James MAURUS Harrison (USA) had also 5 good 
lifts just like LOPEZ LOPEZ and kept his concentration until the 
end lifting with precise moves and great control of the bar. He 
found no contender to claim the 3 Silver medals and left the 3rd 
place lifter Yevgeniy LOMANOV (KAZ) far behind. 
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG

After his junior world title in Tbilisi, winning the youth in
Penang was “child’s play” for 16-year old CJ Cummings, 
USA (69kg)

The 58kg youth world title was captured by Aysegul Cakin, Turkey

4 youth world records each in Tbilisi and in Penang 
by Colombia’s rising star Yeison Lopez Lopez (77kg)
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

FIJI SCORES FIRST EVER GOLD AT 
WORLDS BEATING A CHINESE

Women 63kg - The gold medal was at 
stake between two Chinese athletes: 
HUANG and SU. The balanced competi-
tion showcased 6 good lifts by HUANG 
Shan (CHN) reaching 94kg-117kg- 

211kg. SU leading by 1kg in the Snatch missed her last 
attempt in the Clean and Jerk at 117kg. This left the sec-
ond place to the Thai lifter SONKAEW but not in the Total 
where she remained the silver medallist with 210kg. 
The competition for the third place was also about two 
athletes, 3rd place in the Snatch Hellen Andrea ESCOBAR 
AGUIRRE (COL) but only by 1kg and 4th place Rodsukon 
SONKAEW (THA). The Clean and Jerk determined the 
final order and SONKAEW won the bronze medal manag-
ing to get that 1kg advantage back from the Colombian 
lifter.
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Men 85kg - The Latvian lifter Ritvars SU-
HAREVS was up to a promising start with 
3 good lifts in the Snatch the higher being 
154kg. This put him in leading position; 
however, in the Clean and Jerk he might 

have started too high. He missed 176kg twice and 178kg 
so couldn’t score a Total. Juan Felipe SOLIS ARBOLEDA 
(COL) made 6 good lifts and won the 3 silver medals of 
the competition only 1kg behind the gold medallist Key-
domar G. VALLENILLA SANCHEZ (VEN) who lifted a Total 
of 329kg. Third in the Snatch, Karen AVAGYAN (ARM) 
missed twice 179kg in the Clean and Jerk. His only suc-
cessful attempt at 173kg placed him 5th, but he ranked 3rd 
in the Total with 318kg and won the bronze medal. 6th in 
the Snatch, BANG Seohyun (KOR) won the bronze medal 
in the Clean and Jerk and ended just 1kg behind AVAG-
YAN in the Total.
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Two Chinese could step on the dais in the 63kg next to 
Thailand’s Rodsukon Sonkaew

Big success for Venezuela: gold medal by Keydomar Vallenilla in 85kg
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

Women 69kg - Three athletes came out 
at 93kg for their first attempt in the 
Snatch and all three only managed 
to lift the weight during their second 
attempt. Rebekah TILER (GBR), Eileen 

CIKAMATANA (FIJ) and TANG Jing (CHN) all went for 
96kg for their third attempt but only TILER made it!  
Angie PALACIOS DAJOMES (ECU) started with an easy 
94kg and went 97kg for her second and 101kg for her 
third attempt. All three lifts were executed with preci-
sion and great technique. In the Clean and Jerk, she 
came out first from the four and went for 113kg and 
117kg. She missed her third attempt at 120kg ranking 
4th, but still kept her leading position and gold medal in 
the Total. TILER came out in the Clean and Jerk to se-
cure 115kg first and went for 118kg and 121kg all good 
lifts. She ended with 217kg, just 1kg behind PALACIOS. 
CIKAMATANA followed on TILER with 116kg – missing 
it – but making 117kg for her second attempt. With an 
explosive 122kg she won the gold and the bronze in the 
Total with 215kg. TANG made it silver in the Clean and 
Jerk and could get the third place in the Total but missed 
her last attempt at 124kg.

Men 94kg - Polish lifter Pavel SZMEJA and European 
Youth Champion Irakli CHKHEIDZE (GEO) were vying 
for the gold in the Snatch.  
SZMEJA got just 1kg advantage over the Georgian 
and went for less impressive numbers in the Clean 

and Jerk. With 6 good lifts and the advantage he got in the Snatch 
he won the bronze medal with a Total of 329kg. Irakli CHKHEIDZE 
(GEO) went for 3 good lifts in the Snatch with a confident tech-
nique and applied his strength making another 3 good lifts in the 
Clean and Jerk. Making a Total 340kg he won with 10kg more than 
the silver medallist Azat SERDAROV (TKM). SERDAROV followed 
CHKHEIDZE closely all along trying to defeat him at least for the 
Clean and Jerk gold, but 187kg seemed too heavy for him. He won 
a bronze and two silver medals with 149kg-181kg- 330kg. Rus-
sian Egor PUSHMIN (RUS) came up third in the Clean and Jerk, but 
missing his last attempt at 186kg he also missed the podium in the 
Total ranking 4th.
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Two Chinese could step on the dais in the 63kg next to 
Thailand’s Rodsukon Sonkaew

Big success for Venezuela: gold medal by Keydomar Vallenilla in 85kg

Happiness for Ecuador: Angie Palacios Dajomes won the 69kg

Georgia could rejoice over the 94kg victory of Irakli 
Chkheidze
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› IWF YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS – PENANG, MALAYSIA

Women +69kg - Going for three good 
lifts, Shala Sherina MC MILLAN (USA) 
won the bronze in the Snatch defeating 
challengers from Puerto Rico, Poland 
or Kazakhstan. She was the only lifter 

hitting the 100kg until LEE and SONG came out – all 
lifters got their three attempts when the trio started its 
own competition. LEE Seon Mi (KOR) started at 105kg 
while SONG Huibing (CHN) came out first at 110kg – both 
being good lifts. LEE took her third lift at 111kg, while 
SONG went even higher! Lifting 114kg and 117kg, she 
got the gold and a 4kg advantage to start the Clean and 
Jerk. They kept on coming out last in the Clean and Jerk 
too. SONG won the gold medal with 2 good attempts in 
the Clean and Jerk (first one at 140kg, second at 142kg) 
while LEE went for 133kg and 140kg to get the silver. 
Arpine DALAYAN (ARM), 7th in the Snatch, came up 3rd in 
the Clean and Jerk and won the bronze medal in the total 
with 220kg only by bodyweight. Magdalena KAROLAK 
(POL) also did the same weight but was heavier. MC MIL-
LAN ended only 1kg behind them.

Men +94kg - Snatch in the men’s +94kg 
brought a gold medal to Iran and a silver 
and bronze to two Russian lifters Dimitrii 
GRETSA (RUS) and Nikolay PANAYO-
TIDI (RUS). The most exciting part of 

the competition came at the end of the Clean and Jerk 
where the final ranking was still uncertain. Ali DAVOUDI 
(IRI) Snatched 160kg-165kg- 170kg and came out for 
his first attempt in the Clean and Jerk at 191kg but was 
only able to make it a good lift for his second attempt. 
The same weight was perfectly controlled by Moham-
madreza ROSHANI (IRI) who raised it to 200kg for his 
last – but missed – attempt. Silver medallist in the 
Snatch, GRETSA hoped for a gold in the Total and raised 
the bar to 201kg for his last lift, but couldn’t make it in 
the end. He kept his second place and silver medal in the 
Total too. DAVOUDI’s last attempt at 205kg was the last 
lift at the 2016 IWF Youth World Championships Penang, 
Malaysia. He executed it perfectly and is the gold medal-
list and Youth World Champion of the superheavyweight 
with a Total of 375kg.
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The last +69kg medallists in history before the new categories

The heaviest weight lifted in the YWC, 205kg by 
Ali Davoudi of Iran
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This October the 2016 IWF Masters World 
Championships was held in Heinsheim, Ger-
many by the TSV Heinsheim Weightlifting Club 
with the leadership of Martina Dosquet and 
Ralf Feind. This was their 3rd big event, after 

two very successful European Masters Championships 
in 2006 and 2011.
962 athletes from 49 nations (!) registered for the event, 
an actual 806 lifters came and competed and made it the 
biggest Masters Weightlifting event ever which involved 
more than 100 volunteers from the entire region.
Among the countless “super” lifters Almir Velagic (GER) 
and Kevin Bouly (FRA) were also present (and won) after 
competing in the 2016 Rio Olympic Games this summer.
With a wonderful organization and great support from 
all the Masters who participated, the Championships ran 
exceedingly smoothly from start to finish. Thanks to all 
those Technical Officials who volunteered their services 

A RECORD 806 LIFTERS AT THE 2016 IWF 
MASTERS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
HEINSHEIM – GERMANY

over the nine days (and mostly in advance of the Champi-
onship). At this Championships we also had the pleasure 
to invite Mátyás Lencsér, IWF Competition Manager who 
supported greatly wherever help was needed.  
Masters Weightlifting is in a huge positive development, 
as we observe a yearly increase especially by women at 
all ages wanting to compete. Weightlifting for all ama-
teur Masters is always based on promoting a healthy 
lifestyle, regardless of age, good friendship and social-
izing. Heinsheim has proved it once again. 
With the Championships the yearly IWF Masters Con-
gress was held with 27 nations. 
Among other items a new IWF Masters Chairperson was 
elected: Denise Offermann, Cyprus.
The next meeting of the Master Lifters will be the World 
Masters Games in Auckland from 22 – 29 April 2017 
which is the Olympic Games for Masters.  
For more information: iwfmasterssecretariat@gmail.com

› 2016 IWF MASTERS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
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› RIO OLYMPIC GAMES 2016 - MEN 77 KG

iwfmasterssecretariat@

gmail.com

The next meeting of the Master Lifters will be the 

World Masters Games in Auckland from 22 – 29 

April 2017 which is the Olympic Games for 

Masters.  
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›5TH FISU WORLD UNIVERSITY CHAMPIONSHIPS – MERIDA, MEX

HISTORIC EVENTS IN HISTORIC MERIDA

 “Excellence in Mind and Body” –  
“Today’s Athletes: Tomorrow’s Lead-
ers” – those are among the mottos 
of the worldwide University sports 
movement and its governing body, 

FISU, the International University Sports Federation. 
Such catchphrases might sometimes be high-sounding 
but lacking real substance, but this is not the case for 
university students who are at the same time top-level 
weightlifting athletes. Indeed, these athletes pursuing 
academic studies do excel both in the classroom and on 
the weightlifting platform. Therefore, it is all the more 
regrettable that the turnouts at the biannual World Uni-
versity Championships held under the auspices of FISU 
are often curbed by difficulties. Those difficulties are, 
naturally and unfortunately, mainly of a financial nature. 
Since the WUC teams – with a few pleasurable excep-
tions – are not financed by their respective University 
Sport organisations or National Olympic Committees but 
the national Weightlifting Federations are expected to 
produce the budget for the travel and participation, with 
2016 being an Olympic year most NFs found it difficult 
towards the end of the year to fund teams to travel to the 
WUC – especially e.g. from Europe or Asia to America. It 
should also be noted that several delegations are self-
financed by the athletes and their families.
No wonder, therefore, that the participating athletes and 
their entourage take their mission at the World Champi-
onships extremely seriously and display unprecedented 
enthusiasm and commitment. 
Having been launched in 2008, the FISU World University 
Weightlifting Championships celebrated its fifth edi-
tion in 2016, in the Mexican city of Mérida – at the same 
time the first on the Pan-American continent. The State 
of Yucatán, Mexico’s peninsula in the Gulf of Mexico, a 
region with a rich Mayan heritage and culture, as well as 
UADY, the Autonomous University of Yucatán, were the 
hosts of the Championships. Eventually, 21 nations were 
represented by male and female competitors from Pan-

America, Europe, Asia and Australia, and a 22nd country, 
Puerto Rico lifted extra competition. The total number of 
athletes was 116 across all categories.  
Governor of the State of Yucatan, Rolando Zapata Bello 
opened the event, for the excellent organisation of which 
we have to thank Javier A. Herrera Aussin from UADY. 
The Mexican Federation contributed with technical offi-
cials (President of FMLP Dr. Rosalio Alvarado del Angel 
as President of the Jury) and the IWF with Technical 
Delegate Attila Ádámfi and its excellent TIS service and 
team.  
Host Mexico and neighbouring USA came to Mérida with 
full teams in both genders, and 2017 Universiade host 
Chinese Taipei arrived with 7 women and 6 men. In the 
team classification overall, the hosts dominated the 
stage, whereby among the women the USA collected 
the most gold (6) and silver (6) medals, and among the 
men Korea was most outstanding with its 9 gold and 4 
silver medals (and one bronze). Despite a modest squad 
of only three male lifters, China finished in second place 
in the medal tally, its lifters collecting 8 gold medals 
and one silver medal. Traditionally elite participants in 
the University events, the Japanese men lifters won 5 
gold medals in addition to one each from the silver and 
bronze medals, for a third rank. Leaving the host nation 
for last: Mexican women excelled having retained in the 
country 5 gold, 5 silver and 5 bronze medals. 
The field boasted some notable weightlifters, among 
those 2013 and 2015 world champion CHEN Lijun from 
China being the highest ranking in men; and 2013 
world champion and 2016 Rio Olympic bronze medallist 
KUO Hsing-Chun from Chinese Taipei (last year’s Jenő 
Boskovics Best Lifter Trophy winner) as the best known 
in the women’s field. 
Being the last world event organised under the “old” 
rules regarding the bodyweight advantage and in the 

“old” 7 female categories, Mérida will be registered in 
the weightlifting annals as the venue of several “lasts” 
which we shall highlight in the report.

TEXT: ANIKÓ NÉMETH-MÓRA
PHOTOS: ILDIKÓ VERES & DAVID LUK, HOOKGRIP

H.E. Rolando Zapata Bello, Governor of Yucatan  
Province opening the Championships

Dr. Rosalio Alvarado del Angel took the oath on behalf of 
the Technical Officials
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FIRST HONOURS GO TO USA AND CHINA

In the women’s 48kg CHIANG Meng-Chun (TPE) 
thought she acquired a comfortable lead of 2 kilos  
in the snatch on Great Britain’s Hannah Louise 
POWELL. She left, however, USA’s Kerri KEEGAN, 
only 3rd in snatch, out of consideration, whereupon 

the latter lifted three kilograms more in the clean and 
jerk than CHIANG to take the final victory on bodyweight 
(151kg to both). POWELL was thus relegated to the 
bronze medal position.

1

2

3

KEEGAN Kerri

CHIANG Meng-Chun

POWELL Hannah Louise

18.05.1994

27.12.1994

12.12.1992

USA

TPE

GBR

46.84

47.02

45.70

64

67

65

87

84

85

151

151

150

The competitions for women continued with 
Chinese Taipei victory on the second day of 
competition. 2013 world champion and Rio 
Olympic bronze medallist Kuo Hsing-Chun 
swept the 58kg clean with a total just one kilo 

under her Olympic score and 30kg more than the next 
best total. The Mexican hosts celebrated their first silver 
medals (in snatch and total) thanks to Janeth GOMEZ.

WOMEN

CHINESE TAIPEI SUPERSTAR WINS BY 30KG

1

2

3

KUO Hsing-Chun

GOMEZ VALDIVIA Janeth

CHEN Wen-Huei

26.11.1993

26.10.1997

23.02.1997

TPE

MEX

TPE

57.70

56.92

57.56

100

89

85

130

111

112

230

200

197

1

2

3

LIAO Qiuyun

HOGAN Caitlin Leigh

SADOYAMA Ayana

13.07.1995

22.05.1988

03.05.1994

CHN

USA

JPN

52.30

52.84

51.56

90

81

75

110

107

100

200

188

175

Much more convincing was the domination 
of China’s first entry, LIAO Qiuyun in the 
next category of the women, the 53kg. 
Here, she amassed an advantage of 9 kilos 
already in the snatch. In second place we 

had Caitlin Leigh HOGAN from the USA who managed 
to keep that position easily until the end. LIAO Qiuyun 
opened the clean and jerk with a comfortable 105kg 
and went on to lift 110kg in her second attempt. Having 
rounded up her total to 200kg, she resigned from the 
third lift and walked away with the three gold medals and 
an impressive 12kg lead on HOGAN, and 25kg on third 
placed Ayana SADOYAMA of Japan.

Kerri KEEGAN, USA, 48kg

LIAO Qiuyun, CHN, 53kg

KUO Hsing-Chun, TPE, 58kg
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In the women’s 69kg USA lifter Martha Ann ROGERS took 
the gold with an unexpectedly large 20kg margin from 2014 
defending University world champion Canadian Marie-Eve 
BEACHEMIN-NADEAU (335 to 315kg), while YANG Yun-Szu of 
TPE won bronze.

HOST MEXICO BEGINS TO DOMINATE 

After 11 bronze and silver medals collected, Mexico finally 
hit gold in the women’s 63kg where Anacarmen TORRES 
Wong won the clean and jerk and the total gold medals 
in a close and exciting battle against her Japanese and 
Canadian opponents. The final battle was indeed being 

fought between the top three contenders of almost equal qualities. 
In the end, TORRES managed to lift one kilo more in the clean and 
jerk and make a 214kg total, while both Akane YOSHIDA (JPN) and 
Maude CHARRON (CAN) reached 213kg giving the silver medal to the 
Japanese who benefited from the bodyweight advantage. 

1

2

3

TORRES WONG Anacarmen

YOSHIDA Akane

CHARRON Maude

27.11.1995

31.05.1994

28.04.1993

MEX

JPN

CAN

62.18

61.20

62.40

93

94

93

121

119

120

214

213

213

USA RECAPTURES LEAD 

1

2

3

ROGERS Martha Ann

BEAUCHEMIN-NADEAU Marie-Eve

YANG Yun-Szu

23.08.1995

13.10.1988

09.11.1993

USA

CAN

TPE

68.70

68.66

68.42

103

92

93

132

123

114

235

215

207

KUO Hsing-Chun, TPE, 58kg

Anacarmen TORRES WONG, MEX, 63kg

Podium of the 69kg

Martha Ann ROGERS, USA, 69kg
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MONGOLIA HITS GOLD AND  
MERIDA MARKS ANOTHER HISTORIC “LAST”

In the women’s 75kg, in spite of a highly “eventful” 
and cumbersome trip from Ulan Bator to Mexico, 
Mongolia’s only entry Ankhtsetseg MUNKHJANTSAN 
confidently collected the 3 gold medals. No wonder: 

she was the top favourite in the category being the senior 
Asian Champion and silver medallist 2016 Junior World 
Champion. Much to everyone’s dismay and her bad luck, 
the Mongolian girl suffered an bad-looking elbow injury on 

her last clean and jerk (136kg), but thanks to quick first aid 
treatment and medical attention, she was still able to take 
over her gold medals before leaving for the hospital – and 
the airport to return home. Mexican Aremi FUENTES kept 
the silvers at home, while Canadian Kristel NGARLEM 
added 3 bronzes to her team’s already rich medal collec-
tion. 

1

2

3

MUNKHJANTSAN Ankhtsetseg

FUENTES ZAVALA Aremi

NGARLEM Kristel

25.12.1997

23.05.1993

20.07.1995

MGL

MEX

CAN

73.68

74.56

72.48

105

101

90

130

130

115

235

231

205 The podium of the women’s +75kg in Merida 
will go down in history as the very last one at 
a World Championship, as after 1st January 
2017 it will be replaced by two new categories: 
the 90 and the +90kg. Tania G. MASCORRO 

won this significant gold for the host Mexico flanked by 
USA silver medallist Marissa KLINGSEIS and bronze 
medallist other Mexican Gladis BUENO PLACENCIA.
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2

3

MASCORRO OSUNA Tania G.

KLINGSEIS Marissa Eileen

BUENO PLACENCIA Gladis G.

24.11.1988

07.06.1995

12.02.1994

MEX

USA

MEX

109.02

101.72

121.34

114

107

106

143

142

129

257

249

235

Tania G. MASCORRO OSUNA, MEX, +75kg

Ankhtsetseg MUNKHJANTSAN, MGL, 75kg

Medals in 75kg
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In the 62kg the first Chinese put down his feet and 
the outcome was anything but surprising. True that 
in the clean and jerk QIN Fulin lagged by one kilo 
behind Mexican Antonio VAZQUEZ MENDEZ, who won 
the gold medal for this lift with his 159kg lift as op-

posed to QIN Fulin’s 158kg, but the Chinese, thanks to his 
amazing 133kg snatch, had brought over with him such a 
large advantage (13 and 16kg) that he simply did not need 
to make an effort with large weights in the second part 
of the competition in order to win overall. VAZQUEZ was 
satisfied with his clean and jerk gold and total silver.

JAPAN AND CHINA WIN HANDS DOWN

Kazuma MOTOKI from Japan did in the men’s 
lightest category what the Chinese usually 
do: he appeared on stage for his first attempt 
when all the others had already finished 
their lifting. With 106kg and the subsequent 

114kg he secured a nice advantage for the second part 
of the competition and could afford missing 118kg. The 
clean and jerk showed a similar scenario: MOTOKI, being 

lighter, first made sure he had the clean and jerk gold 
medal also in his pocket with 125kg, the best result for 
the next best lifter, only to continue bravely with 130kg 
and ultimately finishing with 136kg. For the awarding 
ceremony the Japanese assembled an impressive lead 
of 21kg (250 against 229) on his persistent trailer, Indian 
Shiva Kumar YEADULA. 
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MOTOKI Kazuma

YEADULA Shiva Kumar

TAN Chi-Chung

03.08.1994

06.03.1989

24.02.1990

JPN

IND

TPE

55.54

55.62

55.56

114

104

103

136

125

121

250

229

224
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QIN Fulin

VAZQUEZ MENDEZ Antonio

KAO Chan-Hung

12.01.1994

12.08.1993

03.10.1993

CHN

MEX

TPE

61.48

61.92

61.04

133

117

120

158

159

144

291

276

264

MEN

Kazuma MOTOKI, JPN, 56kg

QIN Fulin, CHN, 62kg
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Since a runner-up position at the 2011 
Youth World Championships, we have not 
heard much of China’s TANG Jian, yet – not 
unexpectedly though – he stood out with 
his performance in the 77kg outscoring the 

silver medal winner, USA lifter Angelo BIANCO by 25kg 
overall. Alex BELLEMARRE attracted some special 
attention – not only by winning the snatch and total 
bronze medals – but also by his peculiar, body-like 
costume…

WORLD CHAMPION WINS ONLY ON BODYWEIGHT

In the men’s 69kg category 2015 Houston world 
champion Chinese CHEN Lijun managed to defeat 
Korean LEE Sangyeon only on bodyweight (313kg 
for both) in a very close competition, while the 
home crowd rejoiced over two more bronze medals 

captured by Jonathan A. MUNOZ MARTINEZ. For CHEN 

Lijun 2016 was certainly not his best year: following his 
title in Houston, he made zero at the 2016 Rio Olympic 
Games. Winning the World University Championships 
may have been some consolation; however, compared to 
his total of 333kg in Houston he cannot be too proud of 
his performance in Merida.
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CHEN Lijun

LEE Sangyeon

MUNOZ MARTINEZ Jonathan A.

08.02.1993

06.03.1995

10.11.1995

CHN

KOR

MEX

65.90

68.48

68.58

138

138

133

175

175

173

313

313

306
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TANG Jian

BIANCO III Angelo

BELLEMARRE Alex

28.06.1995

24.06.1993

22.06.1998

CHN

USA

CAN

75.94

76.10

76.22

150

140

139

190

175

161

340

315

300

CHEN Lijun, CHN, 69kg

TANG Jian, CHN, 77kg
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Thanks to PARK Hanwong Korea continued to 
overpower the field in 94kg. With just two valid 
lifts (one good, one missed, one given up in 
both snatch and clean and jerk) he collected 
all the three gold medals, leaving TPE lifters 

CHEN Sheng-Ying and TIEN Wei-Te in the runner-up and 
third positions, respectively.

KOREA SWEEPS THE NEXT TWO CATEGORIES 

In the 85kg for men, Korean JANG Yeonhak proved 
to be unchallengeable and cemented his world 
champion position with an impressive hat trick and 
344kg to his credit. Two competitors from the USA, 
James Richard TATUM and Travis Daniel COOPER 

devided the silver medals between themselves 2:1 and 
Poland made a bronze medal debut by Adrian Tomasz 
PAWLICKI.
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JANG Yeonhak

TATUM James Richard

PAWLICKI Adrian Tomasz

14.02.1997

06.02.1989

20.09.1989

KOR

USA

POL

81.34

84.48

84.76

157

151

147

187

178

180

344

329

327
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PARK Hanwoong

CHEN Sheng-Ying

TIEN Wei-Te

15.01.1995

10.05.1989

07.08.1992

KOR

TPE

TPE

92.66

92.26

93.26

152

151

146

195

178

174

347

329

320

TADA TO WIN USING THE  
BODYWEIGHT ADVANTAGE

Mexico started to entertain great hopes in 
the 105kg when Oscar Rene VERDUGO 
RAMIREZ took the gold in snatch with a 
plus of 2 kilograms. However, in what was 
probably the last major competition under 

the “old” rule giving advantage to the lifter with lighter 
bodyweight, Yoshihiro TADA JPN eventually beat the 
local favourite VERDUGO with an identical of 349kg but a 
less than two kilos difference in their bodyweight. Evan 
GRAYBILL, USA picked up the bronzes.
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TADA Yoshihiro

VERDUGO RAMIREZ Oscar R.

GRAYBILL Evan

09.11.1994

23.06.1989

28.07.1992

JPN

MEX

USA

102.70

104.48

103.02

152

154

147

197

195

171

349

349

318

JANG Yeonhak, KOR, 85kg

Podium of 94kg

Yoshihiro TADA, JPN, 105kg
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KOREAN DUEL WINDS UP THE UNIVERSITY WORLDS 

The +105kg contest culminated in a rivalry for 
the champion title between the two Koreans in 
the category. With the 2014 defending Univer-
sity World Champion (Hungarian Péter NAGY) 
no longer being around, in the snatch it looked 

as HWANG Wooman, third at the previous WUC, would 
be able to strike back and take the final honours ahead 
of his compatriot LEE Jaesang, who had been the silver 
medallist in the same event two years ago. HWANG ob-
tained the gold medal in snatch and was looking forward 
to the rest of the evening with a confident advantage of 

15 kg over LEE. Eventually, LEE Jaesang managed to 
work off this 15kg disadvantage from the snatch and 
beat his compatriot HWANG Wooman with an impressive 
and amazing 221kg jerk totalling 386kg on the latter’s 
385kg, and won. 
The remaining medals were picked up by Slovakia’s  
Radoslav TATARCIK and Poland’s Przemyslaw BUDEK.
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LEE Jaesang

HWANG Wooman

BUDEK Przemyslaw

11.09.1994

12.07.1995

04.04.1992

KOR

KOR

POL

131.30

127.40

117.06

165

180

168

221

205

210

386

385

378

Medal winners of +105kg

Thank you, Technical Officials!

Congratulations to all winners and participants; thank you, Merida and Mexico! The students will meet next in Taipei 
in the summer of 2017 for the Universiade, and then in Poland for the 6th edition of the World University Champion-
ships in 2018.
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TEXT: ATTILA ÁDÁMFI, IWF DIRECTOR GENERAL

TECHNICAL CORNER
IWF TECHNICAL AND COMPETITION RULES &  
REGULATIONS’ (TCRR) MODIFICATIONS AND  
RECENT TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

› TECHNICAL CORNER

Since the last modifications effective 
since 1 January 2015, the IWF Tech-
nical Committee has continuously 
collected, reviewed and discussed 
the modification proposals to make 

the IWF TCRR up-to-date. All these propos-
als have been regularly reported to the IWF 
Executive Board - the authorized body to ap-
prove TCRR modifications – which at its recent 
meeting on 25 September 2016 approved the 
modifications of the IWF TCRR effective from 1 
January 2017. 
Beside the regular „facelift” including correc-
tions, explanations, harmonisations, etc., some 
of the modifications were significant enough 
for the EB to decide to put them on the Agenda 
of the Congress for ratification. The delegates 
unanimously passed those on 19 October 2016. 
With this small summary I would like to high-
light a few significant modifications and their 
background in order to better understand the 
reasons for the change. 
1. Introduction of the 8th bodyweight category 
for Women  
After a long journey the IWF Congress decided 
on 24 June 2016 to add one more bodyweight 
category (at the higher end) for women in order 
to reach gender equality (see a separate article 
on women’s weightlifting on pages 20-23). It is 
important to highlight that the IWF’s approach 
was not to reconsider all bodyweight categories 
but to introduce an additional one by creating 2 
categories dividing +75kg. That means actually 
to introduce one additional but 2 new catego-
ries.In order to do so, all the actual bodyweights 
of the +75kg athletes registered in our database 
going back to 1998 were analysed, together with 
additional sports specific factors. Following 
this approach and based on the statistics and 
other considerations, the IWF Executive Board 
decided to introduce 90kg and +90kg for juniors 
and seniors, 75kg and +75kg for youth.In the 
near future new World Records will be estab-
lished for the new categories that is the highest 
weight lifted with the relevant bodyweight (in an 
IWF Event since 1998).

2. Abolishment of the bodyweight advantage in the ranking
First of all it is important to underline that with this change the main principle 
still remains the same: who lifts more wins!
I know some people may say that abolishing the bodyweight advantage will 
result in many equal results (weights) where the Lot Number, meaning luck, 
can be the deciding factor. We do not believe so, since today the equal results 
(weights) are often the result of a passive competition strategy whereby the 
lighter athlete intentionally matches the lift of the heavier athlete in order to 
win on bodyweight. By abolishing this advantage an active competition strategy 
will replace the above and athletes will be compelled to take 1kg more in order to 

ELECTRONIC CHANGE OF CALL (ECOC)

For those who are not familiar with the ECoC, this will be the substitution 
of the Athletes’ Card using a mobile device (like a smartphone) connected 
wireless to the IWF Technology and Information System (IWF TIS).
This idea was already raised in 2005 by Mr. Myrddin John from Wales, how-
ever the time was not ripe yet to introduce such devices as it involved a 
skill level application of state of the art technologies by team officials, in 
particular coaches.
Times have changed and the IWF decided to proceed with this project which 
reached a significant milestone in its development recently: the ECoC was 
tested in operation during the IWF Youth World Championships in Penang, 
Malaysia, in shadow mode.
The ECoC includes features like immediate confirmation of accepted 
change, explanation on rejected requests, log of all activities, vibrating 
alert when the athlete is called, etc.Understanding that replacing humans 
with modern technologies in sport – despite the many advantages – might 
be challenging, the IWF’s approach will be very careful, following through-
out tests, proper education and a multi-stage introduction.
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 win. And I believe we all agree that we want to see the 
champions winning on the podium and not in the sauna – by 
losing a few more grams. Speaking about the sauna and 
losing (more) weight, medical considerations also supported 
this change. Doctors were unanimous that henceforth ath-
letes (especially young ones) will not be forced to stay longer 
in the sauna than necessary to make the bodyweight to fit 
in the category. The new classification will also make sure 
that it is the record holder who receives the gold medal. Ac-
cording to the existing rule if the record holder making the 
weight first was heavier, the lighter athlete lifting the same 
weight later is awarded the gold medal – and it did happen 
occasionally. Finally, we believe that non-expert spectators 
will find it easier to understand the classification with the 
new rule for ranking. Credit should be given to Mr. Yuriy 
Neskorodov from Russia who initiated this modification with 
his original proposal in 2013.
3. 15/20kg rule changed to 20kg rule for both genders 
(Entry Total / starting weights)
The 15/20kg rule (referred to the starting weights com-
pared to the Entry Total) originated form the weight of the 
bar (15kg for Women, 20kg for Men). However, this means 
that the women have to lift 5kg more (only 15kg difference 
allowed) compared to the men (20kg difference allowed) 
in reference  to their Entry Total, so the women have been 
disadvantaged with this rule. In order to provide equal con-
ditions for both genders, the difference between the Entry 
Total and the aggregate weight of the starting attempts can 

now be 20kg for women as well.
Beside the TCRR modification, I also would like to inform 
you about two technical developments
Video Replay
During the recent 2016 IWF Youth World Championships a 
significant milestone was achieved regarding an ongoing 
project of the IWF Technical Committee. A few interested 
companies have visited Penang to present their Video 
Replay technologies during a real competition and we could 
see and experience the features of their systems. It was an 
interesting experience for the IWF, teams and the Technical 
Officials helping us to find the best possible way. Our goal 
is not only to implement a system for this very reason, but 
furthermore to provide extra functions and services with the 
same technical infrastructure. It is important to highlight 
that our driving force in this project is to provide better 
conditions for our athletes by ensuring correct decisions. 
Therefore, the ultimate mission of the exercise can be noth-
ing else than providing the possibility for the athletes and 
their teams to benefit from new technology by requesting a 
review process. Also, in line with Good Governance princi-
ples, it is necessary to develop a process where the replays 
are visible for all the stakeholders, including spectators, for 
two reasons:
- Transparency: there should be no room for doubts or 
questions why a decision is changed
- Education: to highlight incorrect and incomplete move-
ments for the non-experts.

Testing the Video Replay

In the future they may lift in two different categories: Gold medallist 111.48kg, silver 88.40kg, bronze 95.20kg
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› WHAT’S NEWS ON THE ANTI-DOPING FRONT?

As the year of 2016 is about to finish, the IWF 
Anti-Doping Commission deems it crucial to 
emphasize how important a year it has been 
as regards the fight against doping.
Although we have faced numerous chal-

lenges this year we rest determined to approach the 
events of 2016 as an opportunity to have a clear view at 
the current situation of the IWF’s fight against doping 
and thus strive on to continue working towards our goal 
ever stronger.
As the overture of the Olympic year, the IWF Anti-Doping 
Commission established an enlarged 2016 International 
Registered Testing Pool to ensure that all athletes 
who were to compete in Rio were under close control. 
Although the last couple of months leading to the Rio 
Games were rather challenging, the 2016 IRTP gave ba-
sis to an efficient Anti-Doping Program and the IWF ADC 
realized a thorough in- and out-of-competition test plan 
based on the motto of ‘more quality than quantity’. This 
approach was also aided by the increased monitoring of 
steroidal passports through our invaluable collaboration 
with the Cologne Laboratory. 
The Rio Olympic Games was also preceded by the launch 
and implementation of a series of continental education 
seminars called ’Train the Trainers’. The aim was to es-
tablish a worldwide pool of anti-doping experts special-
izing in weightlifting the IWF can rely on throughout the 
execution of its Anti-Doping Program.
Beside the continent based lectures, the IWF continued 
to organize Anti-Doping seminars also within the frame-
work of its yearly Educational Program and welcomed 
those who wanted to broaden their knowledge at the 
Anti-Doping Outreach during the Youth and Junior World 
Championships. Last but not least, a specific seminar 
was set up to educate the athletes and Member Federa-

tions implicated in doping cases in connection with the 
2015 IWF World Championships in Houston. 
The IWF ADC welcomed the scientific development 
which made the reanalysis of Beijing 2008 and London 
2012 samples possible. The IWF was one of the first 
Anti-Doping Organizations to apply the new method able 
to detect long-term metabolites and thus it is needless 
to emphasize how strongly we embrace the application 
of the latest technologies in our fight against doping.
The management of each reanalysis case can be easily 
followed using the reanalysis tab of the IWF website 
which is a result of the collaboration of multiple IWF 
departments.
The Commission was also happy to learn about the deci-
sion the IWF Executive Board made in Tbilisi, Georgia 
on 22th June 2016, establishing a special policy based on 
already existing articles of the IWF Anti-Doping Policy 
setting out a sanctioning system for countries that 
produced three or more ADRV cases in the course of the 
combined pre-Rio IOC reanalysis process.
The Executive Board also made a firm statement ban-
ning Russia from the Rio 2016 Olympic Games participa-
tion following the release of the International Olympic 
Committee’s decision of 24th July 2016. Once again, the 
IWF EB applied a rule of the IWF Anti-Doping Policy. As 
the consequence of an appeal filed against the EB’s 
decision, it received the confirmation from the Court of 
Arbitration for Sport which also proves the efficiency of 
the IWF Anti-Doping Policy.
In light of all the above, it can be said without doubt that 
2016 has been a most eventful year for the fight against 
doping. The IWF along with all its bodies, Committees 
and Commissions will restlessly continue its hard work 
for clean weightlifting and remains dedicated to show 
the world the true beauty of its sport.

2016: A YEAR IN THE FIGHT AGAINST 
DOPING

TEXT: DR. PATRICK SCHAMASCH & DR. ÉVA NYIRFA
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